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ABSTRACT: Single and double scatter bistatic radar cross sections for two dimensional 
random rough surfaces are obtained. The full wave solutions are given as multi-dimensional 
integrals. The excitations are assumed to be plane waves. The high frequency approxi- 
mations are applied to these expressions to reduce the dimensions of the multidimensional 
integrals. The large radius of curvature approximation is assumed in this work. The high 
frequency double scatter expressions are given by four dimensional integrals and the single 
scatter cross sections are given in closed form. This research is an extension to  earlier work 
on double scatter from one dimensional random rough surfaces. The numerical results (using 
the high frequency approximations) show sharp enhancement in the backscatter direction 
at  normal and oblique incident angles. This sharp enhancement is associated with the quasi 
anti-parallel double scatter path for both the like and cross polarized waves. The level and 
width of the peak in the backscatter direction depends on the mean square height and slope 
of the two dimensional random rough surfaces. 

I. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 

The full wave solution for the double scatter far fields Gfd(T) from two dimensional rough 
surfaces (y = h(zs, 2,)) is given in matrix notation by [I] 

in which time harmonic excitations expdjwt) are assumed and the free space wave number 
is IC ,  = w e .  The incident waves are in the direction iii and the scattered waves are in 
the direction iif to the receiver a t  F ,  where, 

fi’ = n z z  + n i ~ ,  + n,j~,,iif = n;ez + n t ~ ,  + nfc,,? = ZB, + y ~ ,  + ZB, = riif (2) 

The rough surface element scattering matrices at points 1’ and 2’ on the rough surface are 
Dl,(ii’,fii) and D~,( i i f~f i ’ ) .  The elements of the scattering matrices depend on the slope 
of the rough surface [l]. Moreover, they depend on the polarization of the incident and 
scattered waves and the media on both sides of the rough interface. The incident fileds are 
assumed to be plane waves and the receiver is located in the far field. The wave vector 
associated with the scattered waves at  the point on the surface F81* are in the direction 
fi’ = n:E, + n k E ,  + n:.?,. The position vectors to points 1’ and 2‘ on the rough surfact 
(see Fig. 1) are respectively given, by 

FS1t = z,l,E, + h(zs1,, z,l,)E, + zs l ,Ez . ,  andT3p = x,2,EZ + h(xs2, ,  z,*,)E, + z , ~ , E ,  (3) 

At high frequencies, the shadow functions L J ( f , I t )  and U(Ts2,) are equal to one if the point a t  
FS1, is,illuminated by the incident waves and visible at point 2‘ on the surface and if the point 
at FSz ,  is illuminated by a point source at  1’ and visible a t  the receiver [2]. The incoherent 
double scatter cross section is obtained on multiplying (1) by its complex conjugate and 
taking the statistical average of the product. Similar to the problem of scattering from one 



dimensional random rough surfaces [3], the major contributions to the double scatter cross 
sections are associated with the quasi parallel A‘ % ii” and the quasi anti-parallel ii’ FS -E’‘ 
double scatter paths. 

The major contributions to the double and single scatter cross sections, in the high 
frequency limit, come from the neighborhood of the specular points of the rough surface 
(31. The heights a t  any two neighboring points on the two dimensional rough surface are 
expressed as functions of the heights and slopes at the mean point between them. The surface 
element scattering coefficients are evaluated at the specular points after integrating with 
respect to the slopes. The joint probability density functions for the heights are assumed 
to be Gaussian. The high frequency approximation is used to reduce the expression for 
the double scatter cross section to four dimensional integrals. Thus the quasi parallel like 
( P  = &) and cross ( P  # Q) polarized double scatter cross sections are expressed as follows 

P(hzl,h*Z, h21,hrZ) 

specular slope 
x sinc[kl,(nl - n:’)]sinc[kl,(ni - n;)] exp(-(h*)k:(n”, - n;)*) sin .9’sinPd9’d8”drp’, 

in which sinc k sin(x)/x and L, is the mean width of a typical depression on the rough 
surface [l]. The probabilities that a point on the surface is not shadowed from the incident 
and scattered waves are given by Pz(ii’) and Pz(iif), respectively [Z]. The symbols V and H 
denote vertical and horizontal polarizations. The integration variables ny and n, in (1) are 
transformed to the spherical coordinate variables 19 and (p in (4). The slopes at the specular 
points in (4) are given by 

( 5 )  

(6) 

hzrs,= - 

h;ls = - 

The high frequency quasi anti-parallel double scatter cross sections are given by 
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The sharp enhancement in the backscatter direction (-iii = iif) is associated with the quasi 
anti-parallel (ii‘ = -a”) double scatter path (3). Note that the slopes in (3) and (2) are 
different. 

11. ILLUSTRATIVE E X A M P L E S  

The incoherent double scatter cross sections for two dimensional rough surfaces are 
plotted in Figs. 1, 2 and 3 as functions of the scatter angle dfcospf in the incident plane 
(where ‘pi = 0, ‘pf = 0, T ) .  The probability density functions for the slopes and the surface 
height auto-correlation function are assumed to be Gaussian. The mean square slope of the 
surface is m.m.s. = 0.5 and the Raleigh parameter is = 45: < h2 > (see captions). The 
two dimensional random rough surface is assumed to be gold coated ( E ~  = -9.89 - j1.05). 
The incident angle is loo. The results exhibit the sharp enhancement in the backscatter 
direction for both the like and cross-polarized waves. 

111. C O N C L U S I O N S  

The results for the double scatter radar cross sections exhibit a sharp enhancement in 
the backscatter direction for normal and oblique incident angles. This sharp enhancement 
is associated with the quasi anti-parallel double scatter path for both the like and cross 
polarized waves. The height and the width of the peak in the backscatter direction depends 
on the mean square height and slope of the two dimensional random rough surface (Fig. 1). 
While the single scatter cross polarized cross sections (in the plane of incidence) are negligible 
compared to the like polarized cross section (Fig. 2), the double scatter like and cross 
polarized cross sections are of the same order of magnitude (Fig. 3). 
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